8.9
Relationship to the Open Countryside
8.9.1
Traditional settlement edges tend to provide
glimpsed views of development between mature
landscaping with long distance views of key landmarks,
such as church towers or spires. If working on sites close
to the edge of a settlement, the developer will need to
demonstrate how the proposals are respecting the interrelationship between open countryside and development
form.
8.9.2
Development proposals adjacent to the open
countryside should seek to set individual dwellings and
clusters of buildings within a dominant landscape setting.
In general, development should be outward facing with
a reduction in density and scale on the outer edge of
development. Access to the open countryside should
be a key factor providing a transition between urban
and rural. The development pattern should be informal
and should ‘crumble away’ at the edge to provide a
harmonious transition from urban to rural, using strong
structural landscaping. ‘Hard’ edges should be avoided
and a sensitive relationship can be achieved between
built form, parkland landscape and rural edge. The
exception to this is where transport corridors enter the
town to create a sense of arrival.

• Building materials should be in tune with the
locally distinctive palette of materials and
colours identiﬁed in Sections 4 and 6.
• Roof forms and building heights should be
varied (see section 6)
• Prominent chimneys should be included
• There should be substantial tree planting on
the edge and within the development area
next to the countryside. The planting should
aim to soften views and subdivide the urban
form into groups of buildings.
• The boundary of the development area
should be broken up by planting and open
space.

8.9.4
The relationship of the urban extension to
adjacent villages is particularly sensitive. In order to
avoid coalescence and protect the setting of local
villages, a buffer zone should be created. The shape
and dimensions of this buffer zone should be assessed
on a site by site basis, and vary according to the
characteristics of the area.

Swindon examples showing a sensitive
relationship of housing to adjacent landscape

8.9.3
Controlled views of individual dwellings or
buildings groups which have been carefully designed to
ﬁt in with the setting should be created. These should be
framed by any existing and proposed woodland areas.
To create a traditional development edge and attractive
interface with the adjoining countryside the following
guidelines should be used:-
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8.10
Hillside Protection
8.10.1 The undulating landform of Daventry presents
a particular design challenge in terms of hillside
development. It is particularly important that wider
views from both higher and lower ground be fully taken
into account when considering development proposals
located on ridgelines, hillsides and along valley ﬂoors.
Building silhouettes and their roof proﬁles and covering
may have a correspondingly greater impact in such
locations.

UK examples of traditional settlement edge
interfaces between urban and rural situations
on slopes

8.10.2 Where hillside development is necessary,
development should not break ridgelines and impact
upon the skyline. Development on hillsides generally
should be lower density, with an informal pattern of
development that respects the topographic context, and
which creates a ‘feathered’ edge to the upper portions
of the slope. The pattern of buildings should create
an informal, harmonious relationship with the slope
by gently ‘climbing’ the hill in the manner of traditional
hillside villages. Densities on the upper portions of slopes
should be restricted to 20 to 25 dwellings per hectare.
Building groups should be punctuated by informal greens
and varying widths of verges. These features should
provide the opportunity for new tree planting, which in
time, will grow to intersperse the roofscape with views of
tree canopies.
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8.11
Sustainable Movement and Connections
8.11.1 A key principle is to prioritise non-car based
travel modes in the design by maximising the potential
to use public transport, walk or cycle. There should be
a clear focus on quality public transport, which enables
choice and provides a realistic alternative to using
the car. This will need to include access to a range of
destinations, not only the town centre.
8.11.2 The structure of a site and its relationship
to surrounding areas is fundamental to the layout and
design of all new development. The objective should be
to ensure that the structure is well integrated with any
surrounding streets and has a permeable internal layout.
8.11.3 The site structure should be based upon a
network of connected streets and spaces to provide
ease and choice of movement. There should be a clear
hierarchy of avenues, streets, squares and courts to
create a legible structure which is pedestrian friendly.
This is equally important no matter what the nature of
the uses proposed on a site. A permeable network of
streets will provide a structure based on a choice of
direct walking and cycle routes from within the site and
to its periphery. The advantage of this approach is that it
promotes more sustainable forms of movement. Places
should be convenient and easily accessible to all users,
especially pedestrians, people with disabilities, parents/
carers or those with young children and the elderly.
8.11.4 This is clearly seen in the difference between
the connected streets and squares of Victorian and
Edwardian development and the distributor road and
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cul-de-sac estate layouts of the 1970s and 1980s. The
latter being designed to facilitate easy access for the car
but forcing pedestrians and cyclists to follow overly long
circuitous routes for short ‘as the crow ﬂies’ distances.
8.11.5 The quality of a route will also often determine
people’s choice of transport mode. People are more
likely to walk or cycle if the street is safe, visually
interesting and lively. They are less likely to walk and
cycle if the road is dominated by fast ﬂowing trafﬁc,
backed on to by the garden fences and with only the
occasional other pedestrian or cyclist.
8.11.6 Development layouts should seek to ‘explain’
the character of the area and so encourage appropriate
speeds and positive interaction of motor vehicles with

bus stop

other uses without obvious use of trafﬁc signage and
‘artiﬁcial’ trafﬁc calming measures. Research has
indicated that the target vehicle speeds should be
20mph or below to enable drivers to make eye contact
with pedestrians and thus behave as those sharing the
space.
8.11.7 The objectives of a sustainable transport
system should be to:• Minimise walking distances to public
transport routes
• Locate key public facilities along public
transport routes
• Focus higher density housing along public
transport routes

400m catchment

local centre

Figure 6.1:Diagram illustrating 400m catchment for public transport
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8.11.8 This is to be achieved through the provision
of a centrally located public transport route within
development proposals, with key public facilities and
higher density housing located along it. It is essential
that public transport routes relate to concentrations of
activity. All new housing should be located within 400m
of a bus stop. Developers are referred to Guidelines for
Planning for Public Transport in Developments, IHT, para
6.20 for further details. Similarly, key facilities should be
located within a 400m walkable catchment to maximise
pedestrian access and minimise walking distances.
Public transport should be supported by locating higher
density housing along public transport routes, thereby
minimising walking distances to public transport routes
for the majority of residents.
8.11.9 A long term approach should be adopted
through protecting future routes and linkages for
public transport. This should allow for expansion into
additional development areas and have the potential to
accommodate an advanced transport system.
8.12
Parking
8.12.1 In 2000 the Government published PPG3
which sought to create a step change in the way new
residential development provided for car parking. The
focus of the revised policy sought to replace minimum
parking standards with maximum which would shift the
balance away from designing new residential areas to
designing for access to public transport and promotion of
walking and cycling. The following extract demonstrates
the revised approach;
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Local authorities should revise
their parking standards to allow for
signiﬁcantly lower levels of off-street
parking provision, particularly for
developments:
1. in locations, such as town centres,
where services are readily accessible
by walking, cycling or public transport;
2. which provide housing for elderly
people, students and single people
where the demand for car parking
is likely to be less than for family
housing; and
3. involving the conversion of housing
or non-residential buildings where
off-street parking is less likely to
be successfully designed into the
scheme.
Car parking standards that result, on
average, in development with more
than 1.5 off-street car parking spaces
per dwelling are unlikely to reﬂect the
Government’s emphasis on securing
sustainable residential environments.
Policies which would result in higher
levels of off-street parking, especially
in urban areas, should not be adopted.
(PPG3 Housing 2000)

Internal parking courts at Poundbury, Dorset (above)
overlooked by housing, and New Hall, Harlow (below)

Countywide SPG Parking (NCC, March 2003)
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